
          WEDNESDAY, 11/10/23 

 

R3 CHANTILLY [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DU JEU DE L'OIE - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Condition Race - 

Flat - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. SEREMINI - Finished 6th on debut over 1600m and was possibly just in need off that outing 
but will no doubt be ready to tackle the 1800m. Has strong credentials 

2. ESPRIT DES BOIS - Finished a long last on debut over 1500m and he will need to take a 
significant step forward on that effort. Hard to fancy 

3. COLT PILOT - He ran last of twelve on debut without showing anything and will need to show 
a better side of himself at the second attempt. More required 

4. MARCHE D'ALIGRE - Ran 3rd on debut over 2000m and will be a lot more wiser to the task at 
hand despite dropping in trip. Each way claims 

5. LORD SINCLAIR - Ran a positive race first time out when back in 2nd position and is open to 
further improvement with experience on his side. Leading contender 

6. HUMAN EVOLUTION - This colt has finished 5th in his two outings to date, failing to land a 
blow on the rivals in front of him and could have his work cut out Others preferred 

7. AUTUMN TWIST - He has produced two fair efforts to date over the 1600m and now steps up 
in distance which should be right up his alley. Should be on the premises 

8. WHAT ELSE - Put in a rather moderate debut performance when held back in 6th position and 
will need to show more now down in trip. Others make more appeal 

Summary : LORD SINCLAIR (5) made an encouraging start to his racing career and there was a 
lot to like about that effort. SEREMINI (1) should only improve on his debut effort and looks to be 
one of the main challengers. MARCHE D'ALIGRE (4) should be able to put his best foot forward 
and could get involved. AUTUMN TWIST (7) could be the lurker here as he goes over a trip which 
will eek good improvement out of him. 

SELECTIONS 

LORD SINCLAIR (5) - SEREMINI (1) - MARCHE D'ALIGRE (4) - AUTUMN TWIST (7) 



          WEDNESDAY, 11/10/23 

 

C2 - PRIX DU MONT GRIFFON - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 40.000  

 
1. FORTUNE - He has produced two solid efforts in Listed company at his last two starts and will 
appreciate the drop in class over a favorable trip. One to beat 

2. SPEECHMAN - He took a considerable step up in class last time out and it proved to be a bit 
too strong for him finishing 6L behind the top choice. Place chance 

3. HALEINE - Well held in her last two runs against stronger company and now down in class, 
she could find form. Place chance 

4. WINTER'S LOVE - This filly hasn't been the most consistent of late but is clearly capable of 
running a forward race in this class. Place chance at best 

5. FIRST SNOW MOON - She ran a fair race straight out the maidens and despite taking on a 
challenging field, she could outrun her odds. Potential lurker 

6. KIEVSKY - This individual does not represent the most eye catching form and will need to do 
more in order to challenge. Others preferred 

7. CAMERON - Finished 5th last time out at the track over 1600m and will need to show more if 
he is to be competitive. Tough ask here 

Summary : FORTUNE (1) looks to be the one to follow here after some fair runs against 
stronger, he could fill the pockets of supporters with a winning performance. SPEECHMAN (2) 
has decent form and would set the standard if it wasn't for Fortune who has his number on their 
last match. HALEINE (3) will enjoy taking a drop in class and should be able to show up better. 
WINTER'S LOVE (4) can easily run a good race but needs to find some consistency. 

SELECTIONS 

FORTUNE (1) - SPEECHMAN (2) - HALEINE (3) - WINTER'S LOVE (4) 



          WEDNESDAY, 11/10/23 

 

C3 - PRIX DU TEMPLE DE VENUS - 1800m (a1 1/8m) - TURF - Condition 

Race - Flat - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. SIYANDRA - Bumped into what could potentially be a decent sort on debut when she finishing 
2nd and there should be more to come now upped in trip. Winning chance 

2. ALAKAI - Two encouraging runs from this filly who has clearly improved with racing and 
should make progress over an ideal trip. Massive runner 

3. CHARMILLE - Ran 9th on debut over 1600m and will need to take a big step forward in order 
to mount a challenge. Others make more appeal 

4. GOOSEBUMPY - Finished 4th on debut, over 3L behind Siyandra and should struggle to turn 
that around but can improve. Place chance 

5. KEEN APPROACH - Finished 7th on debut over the mile and has her work cut out to turn the 
form around with reopposing rivals. More needed 

6. RUE DU SAHEL - Dam was a maiden from five career starts and this filly is one to pass by 
today as she could need a few runs before showing her best side. Others preferred 

7. ARUNDHATI - Dam won once over 2400m and this filly could could possibly just need an 
outing but any market support would be interesting. Follow the market 

Summary : SIYANDRA (1) just found one too good last time out and should be able to confirm 
that promise with natural improvement. ALAKAI (2) is coming along the right way and should fight 
out the finish. GOOSEBUMPY (4) ran a fair race on debut and should be able to earn. 
ARUNDHATI (7) is a newcomer that bears close watching in the market. 

SELECTIONS 

SIYANDRA (1) - ALAKAI (2) - GOOSEBUMPY (4) - ARUNDHATI (7) 



          WEDNESDAY, 11/10/23 

 

C4 - PRIX DE COYE - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Condition Race 

- Flat - EUR € 27.000  

 
1. ARADOUS - His only start locally yielded in a 5th place finish and on current form over in 
Germany it is easy to see him getting involved. Place chance 

2. GOOD GIFT - Brings fair form from Poland but he will definitely need to improve on that in new 
surroundings. Others make more appeal 

3. FULL PRECIEUX - This individual seldomly runs a bad race but hasn't been at his best off late 
which will need to change in order to be a factor. Others preferred 

4. PARCHEMIN - Ran a cracker last time out over track and trip and should go very well as he 
looks to end his run of second placed finishes. Winning claims 

5. RESHABAR - Finished a decent 4th at his most recent start after being dropped in trip and will 
be a forced to be reckoned with here. Solid claims 

6. QUEST THE MOON - He put that strangely indifferent run behind him last time out when 
finishing 2nd and should run a huge race. Strong chance 

7. KANESHYA - Finished last of seven on local debut and needs to take a big step forward in 
order to challenge. Hard to fancy 

8. NARMADA - This filly has been tested at quite a strong level over in Germany but she hasn't 
particularly fired which would suggest that its been tough for her. Needs to improve 

Summary : PARCHEMIN (4) has unfortunately just found his match of late but could finally get 
his day to shine over this track and trip. QUEST THE MOON (6) is quite a consistent hard 
knocking sort that is in good form and should make a bold bid. RESHABAR (5) brings the right 
credentials into this race and could go well. ARADOUS (1) is best of the rest and could place. 

SELECTIONS 

PARCHEMIN (4) - QUEST THE MOON (6) - RESHABAR (5) - ARADOUS (1) 



          WEDNESDAY, 11/10/23 

 

C5 - PRIX DU BOIS DE LA CHARBONNIERE - 1300m (a6 1/2f) - ALL 

WEATHER - Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. HYGROVE LASS - She got that overdue second career win last time out winning quite a 
comfortable race over 1500m and should go well again. Winning claims 

2. COLD PLAY - Last start winner over 1400m and he is doing a lot right this year which is great 
to see as he has taken time to come to hand. Big runner 

3. SPACE QUAKE - Modest performer that hasn't put his best foot forward off late and needs to 
show more to warrant a mention. Hard to fancy 

4. ALBEDO - This gelding doesn't arrive in the most appealing form and needs to start improving 
in order to get competitive. More needed 

5. TWIN BOY - He arrives here in arguably career best form having notched up two wins in his 
last three starts and will be competitive despite the drop in trip. Solid claims 

6. HYGROVE BEC - She isn't one to completely ignore as she runs a few moderate races and 
then pops up by winning so is worth an inclusion. Upset type 

7. BEYOND MY DREAMS - Non runner 

8. CERVARO - His last two starts have been his best performances in some time and he is 
heading in the right direction having tasted success two starts back. Lively contender 

9. RED NUDE ROUGE - Finished 7th last time out and has some fair form to her name which 
makes her a contender even more so with a rating drop now. Potential lurker 

10. ILLUMINATING - He remains a maiden from twenty five efforts and his recent form is 
certainly not positive which leaves little to desire. Would be a shock winner 

11. ACREGATE - Maiden galloper from twenty outings and that doesn't look likely to change 
anytime soon. Would be a surprise winner 

12. POLIVATE - This filly ran a good race two starts back and she is one to keep an eye on 
having taken a huge drop in the ratings. Value play 

13. WELCOME THOU LEZ - This filly has failed to produce anything of substance in her first 
seven starts and faces a tough task here. Unlikely type 

14. TAX EXILE - This gelding last won a race in 2017 and it is almost certain that he has 
forgotten where the winning post is. Would be a shock winner 

Summary : In a very trappy event, a chance is taken on  HYGROVE LASS (1) who would have 
got her mojo back after winning and looks set to go well again. TWIN BOY (5) is in a very good 
space at present and will make his presence felt. COLD PLAY (2) is having a wonderful year and 
could continue in that rich vein of form.  CERVARO (8) is running well and looks to be a strong 
contender here. 

SELECTIONS 

HYGROVE LASS (1) - TWIN BOY (5) - COLD PLAY (2) - CERVARO (8) 



          WEDNESDAY, 11/10/23 

 

C6 - PRIX DES DEESSES - TROPHEE STUDIO HARCOURT - 1900m (a1 

3/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Condition Race Qualifier - Flat - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. NOTRE HISTOIRE - Bounced back to winning ways last time out over 2000m and could easily 
follow up as he has done so before. Solid claims 

2. DREAM FOR ALL - He comes into this on the back of solid consistent efforts and should be 
able to put his best foot forward over an ideal trip. Winning chance 

3. KILIA - Two solid efforts over track and trip in her last two appearances and she is definitely 
set to go close. Big chance 

4. AMRITA - It seems best to ignore his last start and judge him on previous attempts which have 
been good and he could go well. Strong claims 

5. BIG GEORGE - Last won a race back in 2021 and this individual is no doubt low on confidence 
and could struggle here. Hard to recommend 

6. SHAWBAK - Recent efforts haven't been the most encouraging and he needs to improve on 
recent form to get involved. Others preferred 

7. LAZY - Won a fair race late last year and now having dropped in the ratings, he could put his 
best foot forward. Each way chance 

8. BABY GLORY - Last tasted success at this track late last year and if able to recapture that 
form then she could find a minor spot. Place chance 

9. MANNE - This mare represents weak form and it is hard to be confident that she could turn it 
around in a competitive race. More needed 

10. LA PELEMOISE - After winning her maiden on debut she hasn't been the same horse and it 
is difficult to see how she could have a say in the outcome. Easy to pass by 

Summary : DREAM FOR ALL (2) sets the standard here and is the one that they all have to 
beat. AMRITA (4) has the right form to be competitive and should mount a huge challenge. KILIA 
(3) should be an inclusion at a decent price and must be included in everything. LAZY (7) is one 
to keep an eye on off this lowered mark and could get involved. 

SELECTIONS 

DREAM FOR ALL (2) - AMRITA (4) - KILIA (3) - LAZY (7) 



          WEDNESDAY, 11/10/23 

 

C7 - PRIX DU CARREFOUR DE BABA ALY - 1900m (a1 3/16m) - ALL 

WEATHER - Condition Race Qualifier - Flat - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. AL ALAALI - Three starts locally in which he has been well beaten but sets the standard on 
those efforts and could get his say. Big runner 

2. NANGA PARBAT - Comfortably held when finishing 4th over 1600m last time out but now 
steps back up in trip which could suit. Place chance at best 

3. DUNSBOROUGH - Won her penultimate start but failed to follow it up with anything of 
substance and more is needed to feature. Easy to pass by 

4. OLYMPIADE - This filly ran a bold race last time out and she should be able to confirm that run 
in a similar type of race. Strong winning claims 

5. KAWARETH - This filly looks to be improving even if the finishing positions don't indicate that, 
she isn't one to ignore at a decent price. Lurker here 

6. FEARLESS CHEETAH - She has run two 3rds in her last two outings but now meets a stiffer 
test and could be held. Others preferred 

7. MISS SUPERNOVA - This filly has run three races and has finished 4th in all indicating that 
she is missing that cutting edge but could place. Place chance 

8. DRUM ROLL - She hasn't been seen to best effect of late and will need to improve on the back 
of a 6th place finish. Others make more appeal 

9. PARTLY CLOUDY - She showed good improvement over 1600m last time out and the extra 
yardage should be right up her alley. Massive chance 

Summary : AL ALAALI (1) has a good chance at victory is a weakish contest and could be ready 
to strike after three come on runs. OLYMPIADE (4) got within a length of victory last time out and 
will no doubt be keen to set the record straight in this event. PARTLY CLOUDY (9) steps up 
further in trip which should see her have more to offer. MISS SUPERNOVA (7) needs to do more 
to win but could earn. 

SELECTIONS 

AL ALAALI (1) - OLYMPIADE (4) - PARTLY CLOUDY (9) - MISS SUPERNOVA (7) 



          WEDNESDAY, 11/10/23 

 

C8 - PRIX DU BOIS SAINT-NICOLAS - 1300m (a6 1/2f) - ALL WEATHER - 

Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. DEGAS - He has been competing in Germany in recent months but his last run in France saw 
him victorious and he just needs to run to that level here. Strong claims 

2. KARINAS DREAM - One time winner from eight starts who has finished 4th in his recent 
outings and needs to do more to win. Others make more appeal 

3. CHILLI BOY - He has dropped in the ratings but is yet to deliver a performance that could 
indicate that he is back to his best. Hard to recommend 

4. GURZUF - He has put in some fair runs of late which haven't seen him far off the action and 
his first career win could be near. 

5. GREEN SEA - Got the maiden out the way last time out and could easily progress from that 
with confidence on her side. Each way chance 

6. JUMANO - This individual finished a well beaten 7th over 1400m last time out and there isn't 
much to write home about. One to ignore 

7. INVESTISSEUR - This colt doesn't come into this with the most encouraging form but has 
room to improve which will be necessary here. Others preferred 

8. ACCLAM - He ran a promising race two starts back when finishing 2nd and will appreciate 
being back over a similar trip. He's on the right mark to strike 

9. EL BNOUD - Recent form in France is uninspiring and she needs to do more to get involved in 
proceedings. Easy to pass by 

10. WINNAN - She ran a below par race behind La Flaca last time out but it wouldn't be a shock 
to see the form reversed. Place chance at best 

11. OLIVA - This filly doesn't represent the strongest French form and needs to start shaping up 
before time runs out. Others preferred 

12. GREY BELLE - She finished 2nd last time out over 1400m and that performance sets her up 
for a big run here from a plum draw. Massive chance 

13. KISSING - His form to date doesn't jump off the page and therefore it is hard to see him 
challenging against this lot. Would be a surprise winner 

14. LA FLACA - This filly is terribly inconsistent but showed form when winning last time out over 
1300m and just about anything is possible. Hard to assess 

Summary : GREY BELLE (12) looks ready to finally win and seems to have found the ideal 
opening to do so. DEGAS (1) should go well and could be the one to beat if he recaptures his last 
effort in France. GURZUF (4) is knocking on the door and won't be a maiden for too much longer.  
ACCLAM (8) has dropped in the ratings and could be very dangerous. 

SELECTIONS 

GREY BELLE (12) - DEGAS (1) - GURZUF (4) - ACCLAM (8) 

 


